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dull

• When something is not shiny, it is dull.

• If your shoes need to be polished, are they dull or shiny?
towers

• Something that is very tall towers over shorter things.

Name some people that over you.
masterpiece

• A great piece of art can be called a masterpiece.

• What masterpieces have you made?
heritage

• Memories and traditions of your family’s past are part of your heritage.
  – Many families get together and celebrate their heritage with special foods and music. Does your family have a special food that represents your heritage?
ruined

• If something is ruined, it is destroyed.
  – What might ruin a picnic?
• If you crept, you moved slowly and carefully so that you wouldn’t be seen or heard.
• When have you crept?
glorious

• If something is so wonderful that you can hardly believe it, it is glorious.

-What would the weather be like on a glorious
memory

• A memory is something you remember.

- How might a memory be better than a photograph?
streak

• To streak is to move very fast from one place to another
  – What might streak?
yanked

• When something is yanked, it is given a quick, hard pull.

– When have you yanked a door?